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MUO
Wireless Speaker

Product information

Applications

Features & Benefits

1 Year
WARRANTY

The KEF Muo is a high-end Bluetooth speaker of tiny proportions. 
It’s dinky enough to slip into a handbag, or a small pocket inside a 
rucksack.

MUO Wireless Speaker is packed with innovative technologies to 
deliver uncompromised KEF quality sound when you're streaming 
music wirelessly from a computer or mobile device.

State-of-the-art Wireless KEF Sound
 Designed by Ross Lovegrove and engineered by KEF, MUO is 
packed with innovative technologies to deliver uncompromised 
KEF quality sound when you’re streaming music wirelessly from a 
computer or mobile device. It packs a punch out of all proportion to 
its size.

Pure KEF sound streamed wireless via Bluetooth aptX®
Thanks to a clever new compact version of KEF's legendary Uni-Q 
'point source' driver array and a powerful new bass radiator, the 
MUO fills the room with stunningly accurate sound whose HF 
definition and LF extension far exceed the limits of ordinary porta-
ble speakers.

Along with the sophisticated digital-to-analogue converter and 
other high order internal components, these innovative drivers are 
mounted within an immensely rigid inner moulding encased in an 
acoustically inert aluminium shell. Streaming your tracks via 
Bluetooth aptX, you’ll be astonished by the sweet, natural treble, 
fluid midrange and clean, tightly controlled bass.
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Smart versatility & convenience
Synchronise a pair of MUO speakers for superb CD-like quality stereo 
reproduction or select 'dual-connect' party mode for large gatherings, so that 
everybody experiences the same superlative full-range response. Smarter 
still, MUO automatically optimises its output to suit upright or horizontal 
positioning, so you always enjoy the same remarkable acoustic depth and 
definition. 

With most Android mobile devices, you can also benefit from the NFC 
'tap-to-pair' function - just hold the device against MUO and they're paired 
ready to stream your music in seconds. When not streaming your music 
wirelessly, connecting to any computer or mobile device via the 3.5mm Aux 
input is equally simple. MUO has a rechargeable battery with up to 12 hours 
of play time, and switches itself off automatically when not in use to prolong 
battery life.

Miniaturised Uni-Q®
MUO features an ingenious miniature version of KEF's greatest innovation - 
the Uni-Q driver array. Continuously refined over nearly three decades, this 
acclaimed technology delivers an astonishingly wide soundstage that fills a 
room with full-bodied, stunningly clear sound, and reproduces the higher 
registers with pinpoint accuracy.

"Sit-Anywhere" Uni-Q® Sound
KEF's legendary Uni-Q point source driver arrays are used in most of our 
products, right up to our flagship MUON, BLADE and THE REFERENCE. 
Uni-Q gives a wide sound dispersion with continuous and consistent sound 
quality. By using the same sophisticated FEA modelling techniques, our 
engineers have developed an ingenious miniature Uni-Q. The central 
tweeter dome is decoupled from the outer cone by a flexible membrane, and 
the whole diaphragm is free to pump out midrange frequencies as powerfully 
as a conventional driver, while allowing the tweeter dome to move inde-
pendently. As a result, it can reproduce the higher registers with great 
accuracy. The MF cone is profiled to act as a waveguide for the tweeter, 
further widening the dispersion to fill the room with full-bodied, stunningly 
clear sound.
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Specifications
DRIVE UNITS 2 x 50mm (2.0in.) Miniature Uni-Q driver
 1 x Auxiliary Bass Radiator (ABR)
INPUTS Bluetooth 4.0 with aptX® codec
 3.5mm AUX
 Micro USB – charging and firmware update
BLUETOOTH RANGE 10m
BLUETOOTH CAPACITY 2 devices
BLUETOOTH MEMORY 8 devices
POWER INPUT 5V D.C. 2A
BATTERY TYPE Li-ion rechargeable battery
BATTERY CHARGING TIME 3 hours to fully charge
BATTERY LIFE 12 hours playback time
DIMENSIONS (H x W x D): 80 x 210 x 60 mm (3.1 x 8.3 x 2.3 in.)
WEIGHT 0.8kg (1.8 lbs.)
UNIT MEASUREMENT Piece
APP KEF MUO (Android 4.0 or later)
DOCUMENT DOWNLOAD MUO Quick Start Guide


